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Contain the Car, Encourage Cycling and Walking
In our policy statement “Contain the Car,
Reclaim the Streets” that we published in
our March 2007 Newsletter we advocated
restricting access to the City within the
walls. We did so because we recognised
that growing housing numbers in and
around the city would, unless restrained,
continue to increase traffic and its concomitants of noise, air pollution and danger.
We saw benefits to all in car-free and lowcar zones: not only less noise and pollution
but greater freedom from passing traffic
and a more relaxed enjoyment of the urban
scene. We advocated a vehicle ban within
the walls, with exceptions. However, while
advocating reduced parking within the
walls, we wanted to offset this by increased
provision, both outside and at County Hall.
To curb the traffic we advocated a whole
series of road closures. We also wanted to
encourage cycling and car clubs.

quadrants.
In the South-West quadrant no action is
necessary. In the North West the closure
of Woolstaplers car park has reduced any
need to access the quadrant through the
wall at the intersection of Chapel Street and
Orchard Street. Closure of this access
would reduce traffic volumes still further in
the quadrant and remove a danger to walkers and cyclists.
In the North East quadrant we have confirmed our previous view that closure of
Little London Car Park is not feasible. Although it is a major generator of traffic in
both the North East and South East quadrants, its closure would be a major inconvenience to shoppers, especially those using
the M&S food hall.

In the South East quadrant St. John’s
Street should be one way southbound only
for cars for the section north of New Town.
Three years on and traffic has increased.
The road space thus freed up should be conTwo large housing schemes are in prospect verted (painting only required) to a
at Graylingwell and the Barracks. A27 im- southbound cycle lane. This would elimiprovements look even further away. We are nate a temptation to by-pass the gyratory by
able to claim just one success: one of our
the use of St John’s Street, East Street and
proposed changes was to make the flow in East Walls.
East Walls northbound. The changed flow
Outside the walls the urgent needs are,
remains despite some opposition.
firstly, to paint cycle way markings at all
The spirit of the times, encouraging econthe roundabouts on the ring road and, secomy, may rule out expensive changes to
ondly, to reduce the Hornet and St Pancras
reduce traffic but it encourages cost-saving gyratory to a single lane for vehicles. The
cycling rather than expensive motoring. It
gyratory is now a highly dangerous race
should still allow WSCC to apply some
track. The freed up space should be used
paint and change some road signs. In that
for a cycle lane. This would be with paint
spirit we welcome the formation of
rather than widening of the pavement afChiCycle (see pages 2-4).
fecting drainage and cables.
We have reviewed our 2007 proposals in All these proposals would be low cost with
the light of the state of public finances and no expensive narrowing of roads They
the controversy which just one change (in
would all help realise our objective of curbEast Walls) aroused. We have therefore
ing car traffic within the walls and giving
slimmed down our recommendations to
greater scope for safe walking and cycling.
ease traffic volumes in each of the
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Chicycle: promoting cycling
in and around Chichester
The other day I came across a
photo (see below) of my daughter
taken the week we moved to
Chichester, with the Cross in the
background. It shows a chubby 16
month old sitting in the child seat
of my Brompton folding bike.
This photo was taken nearly 11
years ago. Now my daughter is
cycling herself to school. A lot of
change in a young life.

ways so strapped for cash, and cycle facilities now the first victims
of recessionary cuts, have we got
the time to wait for cycle paths to
be built to make our roads safer?
It seems not, but how else to make
our city a safer place for cyclists?
Since Christmas I have been trying to work out how this can be
done, and I decided to set up
"ChiCycle". Put simply, ChiCycle
is about promoting cycling in and
around Chichester. To do that we
need to think about everything,
from the nuts and bolts to the philosophical; from road layouts to
"The Way We Live Now".
One of our main concerns is the
dominance of the car in our city.
You must have noticed how
Chichester is becoming more and
more congested, and more and
more polluted. On bad days, we
even breach pollution limits at
three separate monitoring sites.

ChiCycle would like us all to
think more about the car, the way
we use it and what the alternatives
are. We need to examine our relationship with cars. Many years
ago, in the twenties, thirties and
even later, cars were a luxury limited to the rich. Most people
didn't own one. They walked or
maybe had a bike, or they took the
bus or train. We are now at the
opposite end of the spectrum.
Many families have numerous
cars – causing parking problems
which you will know only too
well. We no longer have just "the
family car" - but both partners
have one, plus one or more others
for their elder children.
This explosion in car ownership
has led to a loss of facilities near
to home. Town planners, assuming that most people possess a car,
have carved cities into clearly defined areas for residential use,
shopping and work. To get between these different areas, most
people drive.

But letting your child loose on the
roads on a bicycle naturally makes
you think about the risks, and I
was left wondering whether, in
those 11 years, our roads had in
fact become even less safe.
According to the Sustrans Area
Manager for Brighton and Sussex,
Chris Boocock, it can take between 12 and 15 years to get a cycle route built! With WSCC alHeavy traffic at Westgate/Sherborne
Road roundabout
Registered Charity No. 268055
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ney you need to make is less than 3
miles, more often than not you
should be able to walk or cycle
rather than get into the car, and
that means most journeys in this
city.
We would like speeds to be reduced on our streets so that people
feel safer cycling or walking and
feel less under threat of being run
over. Since the Chichester Observer published a front-page article about ChiCycle's request to
WSCC to look at Portsmouth’s
20 mph speed limit on almost all
residential roads, I have been contacted by Rod King the main camNorthgate gyratory, bisecting the cycle lane
paigner behind "20s Plenty", a
The car has certainly changed our changes in society that the car has national organisation dedicated to
society with families being spread brought about. However we do speed reduction in residential
far and wide across the country – want people to re-think ingrained areas.
all reliant on motor transport to habits. All too often we do things
stay in touch. So when an older automatically, without thinking. If you have Web access, the 20s
person is no longer able to drive, Change begins with individuals so Plenty Website has some telling
I would like to ask you to start to points to make about the benefits
they can be left feeling isolated.
think about, and to encourage other o f a
20
mph
limit
There is also a cost to our health. people you might meet in your (20splentyforus.co.uk). In WorObviously if you spend a lot of normal daily life to think too, thing, there's a move for 20 mph in
time sitting in your car, you are not about how you travel. Every day residential roads which has the
getting much exercise. The in- when you leave your house in the support of the Liberal Democrats
creasing rates of obesity and heart morning, ask yourself could you there. Please support the petition to
disease over the last decades corre- leave the car behind? If the jour- follow Portsmouth and extend the
late with increasingly sedentary
lifestyles. Research has shown
that it is more unhealthy by a ratio
of 20 to 1 to sit in your car and
drive everywhere than it is to cycle. (Hillman M, Cycling and the
Promotion of Health. PTRC 20th
Summer Annual Meeting 1992.)
And there is a particular cost to the
growing physical and psychological development of our children.
Their lives are much less free than
the lives of children growing up 60
or 70 years ago. They have freedom in cyberspace but not in the
real world.
ChiCycle would like to start to
change society and the way we live
our lives here in Chichester. Of
course we cannot reverse the huge
ISSUE NUMBER 165 ~ JUNE 2010
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Proposals we hope to see taken
20 mph limit to most Chichester forward include:
residential roads, beyond the existing 20mph zone within the walls.
∗ Implementing locally
a
scheme devised by Sustrans
We would like some cycling
called BikeIt, which has been
"facilities" totally rethought. For
very successful in increasing
example, if you are a cyclist, you
the numbers of children cycling
will know that the disjointed
to school. ChiCycle would like
Northgate roundabout cycle lane is
to look into funding a BikeIt
as much a barrier as a help. In fact
Officer to increase cycling parI've yet to meet any cyclist who
ticularly in local schools.
has a good word to say about it.
Many are left feeling like third- ∗ Creating a map of cycle routes
class traffic.
to make people more aware of
how to get around on a bike
Back on the philosophical side of
things, we are looking to the city ∗ Campaigning to reduce the
to re-assess its priorities. What is
speed of cars in the residential
more important: people or cars,
areas: 20 mph is enough
quality of life or speed of journey?
Obviously if more people cycle ∗ Getting a long overdue local
there will be less pollution, people
cycling forum up and active to
will become healthier and we can
liaise with WSCC and their cyeven hope that social cohesion will
cling officer Simone Makeimprove. We talk to each other
peace.
more when we are outside our
boxes on wheels.

(Continued from page 3)

Chichester is behind both Worthing and Crawley in not already
having a cycling forum. The first
meeting of the Chichester Cycle
Forum is pencilled in for Tuesday 6th July 2010 in Committee
Room 1, County Hall from 6.00
to 8.30 pm. I hope that some of
our members and those of the
Chichester Society will attend this
meeting, and put forward the voice
of Chichester's cyclists to the
County Council.
If you are interested in getting
involved in ChiCycle, or signing
the 20's Plenty for Chichester
petition please could you contact
me at sarah.ccc@virgin.net or
write to 13 Whyke Lane, Chichester, PO19 7UR or click on our
website www.chicycle.org.uk. I
would love to hear from you.
Please also come to our launch
event on Sunday 13th June
(details below).

Sarah Sharp

ChiCycle's Launch Event
ChiCycle will be launched on
Sunday 13th June.
Please come by bike, if possible wearing something YELLOW, to St George's Church,
Whyke Road, Chichester PO19 7AD from 2–3.30 pm.
In the Centre there will be activities for children , including sash and badge making,
collage making and biscuit decorating.
In the Church there will be speeches (from Jim Davis of Worthing Revolutions, Jon
Spencer of Portsmouth Cycling Campaign and, hopefully, Josie Dew, Cycling Author) and
opportunities to join ChiCycle, sign our petition, fill in suggestion sheets and add your
comments to a map of Chichester.
There will be refreshments and the Mayor of Chichester will be in attendance and cut the
ChiCycle cake.
www.chicycle.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Another View of Cars and Cycling by Cicestrian
Should we have a blanket
20mph speed limit covering
the whole of our city?

Cycling on pavements is illegal, widespread and a serious nuisance.

This could be introduced in the
future, with the aim of making it a
safer place for cyclists.

It goes on throughout the city, yet
how often does one hear of an offender being prosecuted?

West Sussex county councillors
have agreed to consider the idea,
and a visit to Portsmouth, which
has already introduced a similar
measure, is expected to precede a
debate by a county committee. The
big question, of course, is whether
it would be effective.

Cycling in the city centre pedestrian precinct is prohibited during
certain hours, yet how often does
one see a cyclist belting along, often at some speed, weaving a path
through crowds of shoppers?

Once in a blue moon one of them
may be apprehended by a police
I've a lot of sympathy with the idea officer, or a police community
of encouraging cycling, both from support officer, but the rules are
blatantly ignored every day of the
the point of view of healthy exercise, and as a way of reducing the week.
worsening air pollution created by There is a cogent argument that it
traffic.
is better not to make something

The only safe way to ride is on a
cycleway physically separated
from traffic, which is an expensive
and difficult option to achieve.

I would not decry efforts by the
district council and other local auAt present only a small area in the illegal if offenders are allowed to
centre of the city is covered by a
get away with it on a regular basis. thorities to combat air pollution
problems, and a district air quality
20mph limit, but cyclists are con- Obviously the police have to
action plan puts considerable emvinced a citywide restriction would prioritise their work, and one
phasis on the encouragement of
create a much safer environment
frequently reads newspaper stories
cycling.
for them, and particularly for
about the mound of paperwork
youngsters whose mothers are
Unfortunately, society seems to
they are forced to tackle. Most of
afraid to let them venture out on
have relegated cyclists to the status
us, I suspect, would prefer to see
two wheels because of speeding
of second-class citizens, subservithem focussing their attention on
cars.
ent to four-wheeled traffic, and car
investigating and preventing
is king.
serious crime rather than chasing
The key is enforcement
errant cyclists.
The idea of Chichester as a 'cycle
The key to success behind any
city' is an attractive and beguiling
speed restriction, or indeed a legal Cycling is too
one, but I fear its progress is as
restriction on anything from under- dangerous
doomed to grind to a halt as surely
age drinking to sniffing cocaine, is
I gave up riding a bike in Chiches- as a bike with a puncture in each
enforcement.
ter years ago, because I came to
tyre.
The police have already given a
realise it was a seriously dangerAdults will remain free to risk
warning that reductions in speed
ous pastime.
their necks on the road, if they
limits from 40mph to 30mph in
Many motorists seem totally
wish.
villages such as West Dean, prooblivious of one's existence, and
posed by the county council,
But I have to say that if I still had
the white lines creating 'cycle
cannot be enforced, presumably
young children I would never
lanes' at the edges of roads are
for manpower reasons.
dream of allowing them to pedal
reckoned to be even more hazardout on to 21st century highways.
So is there realistically any hope
ous than having no lines at all, bethat they will take a different view cause they give the cyclists a false In the scale of things, this would
over a 20mph limit on the many
probably be only marginally safer
sense of security.
and varied roads that make up the
for them than walking the plank.
city of Chichester?
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The South Downs National Park is Established

Much progress has been made
since Environment Secretary
Hilary Benn MP announced on 31
March 2009 that the South Downs
was to become a National Park
(NP) (see June 2009 newsletter).
On 12 November 2009, on a crisp
autumnal morning in the garden of
Ditchling tearooms and witnessed
by members of the South Downs
Campaign including myself, Hilary
Benn signed the Confirmation Order for the South Downs National
Park to come into being on 31
March 2010 with the final boundary as shown above. In September
2009 a small SDNP Establishment
Team led by Richard Shaw, former
Chief Executive of Surrey County
Council, had already taken
up residence in Rosemary's Parlour, Midhurst to set the ball rolling. Throughout the winter the
team has carried out discussions
and held seminars with a wide
range of people to seek their views
on how the South Downs National
Park Authority (NPA) can best
'add value' to the management and
enhancement of the Downs.

Registered Charity No. 268055

The 'shadow' NPA was established
on 1 April 2010 and for the first 12
months it will decide how best to
function, what staff it wishes to
appoint, where its headquarters
should be, and what activities it
wishes to carry out itself or to delegate to others. In particular, although the NPA will be the statutory local planning authority for
the Park, it may decide to delegate
some of its planning duties to the
existing Councils including Chichester DC. On 1 April 2011 it will
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be fully functioning. The purposes of a NPA are threefold:
firstly to conserve and enhance the
natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the NP; secondly
to provide opportunities for the
public to understand and enjoy the
Park's special qualities; and thirdly
to foster the economic and social
wellbeing of the communities living within the NP.
The NPA comprises 27 members:
14 Councillors nominated by the
local Councils, 6 elected by parish
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councils, and 7 national members
appointed by the Environment Minister for their special local knowledge or expertise. Councillor Andrew Shaxson represents Chichester
DC and Councillor Deborah Urquhart West Sussex CC.
Three members of the South Downs
Campaign (SDC) are members of
the NPA including Margaret Paren
who lives in Liss near Petersfield
and who was elected Chair of the
NPA at the inaugural meeting in
Midhurst on 20 April. A former
senior civil servant, she is active
with CPRE East Hants, and has
been Vice Chairman of both the
SDC and the South Downs Society.
Margaret has worked tirelessly to
secure the Western Weald within
the NP. Vice Chair is Charles Peck
from Wealden DC in East Sussex.
On 2 February 2010 the SDC chose
to hold its final meeting and celebration of its achievements at
Chichester's Minerva Theatre, welcomed by Michael Woolley, Mayor
of Chichester and Society member, who on Easter Monday led a
celebratory walk up Centurion Way
to Lavant, now in the NP, pausing
at the boundary just south of the
village for these photographs
(including on previous page).
Chichester will become an important gateway into the NP and the
Society will need to resist development pressures on the vulnerable
half mile countryside gap between
the City and the NP. The Society
has joined the new South Downs
Network of bodies which will support the aims of the NP and resist
any damaging proposals within or
close to the Park.

John Templeton
Aspects of the National Park:
Top right: Kingley Vale
Middle right: South Harting from
Harting Down
Bottom right: Trotton Common
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The 40th Anniversary of
Chichester’s Conservation Area

Registered Charity No. 268055
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March 2010 marked the 40th
anniversary of Chichester's conservation area, and the story
which led up to this important
event is of some interest. The historic city centre had long been recognised as needing special planning protection in the face of the
growing pressures of the mid 20th
century. In 1949 the City Council
had commissioned the town planning consultant Thomas Sharp to
draw up proposals to protect the
city centre and, in the introduction
to his report 'Georgian City,' he
outlined his proposals 'for preserving its special character insofar as
it is possible without restricting its
present and future importance as a
living organism that plays a vital
part in the life of the region round
about it.' He proposed the removal
of through traffic from the city
centre by means of a ring road just
outside the city walls.

the proposed destruction of much
of its historic character.

Planning Officer who was later to
become the first District Planning
Officer for Chichester District
Council when the District became
the local planning authority in
1974, and on whose initiative the
Chichester Conservation Area Advisory Committee was set up. The
Committee will be the subject of a
future article.

The Civic Amenities Act 1967
sponsored by Duncan Sandys
gave recognition for the first time
to the importance of whole
groups of buildings of architectural or historic importance, and
required planning authorities to
designate conservation areas.
While the Bill was progressJohn Templeton
ing, the Minister of Housing &
Local Government, Richard
Chisoc
Crossman, had invited Eric Banks
Annual General Meeting
to take part in a small conference
Wednesday, 20th October
to discuss the whole question of
at 7 00pm in the Assembly Room
preservation and change in the
historic areas of our towns and
Guest speaker:
cities. The Minister proposed piMargaret Paren
lot studies of four historic towns,
Chair of the new South Downs
and at Eric Banks' suggestion
National Park Authority
Chichester was selected together
with Bath, Chester and York. Independent consultants were appointed to carry out the studies
for Bath, Chester and York, but
It was not until the 1960's that
West Sussex CC, as highway and the study for Chichester was carried out in-house by the County
planning authority, took forward
Books,
Council's own planning staff.
the concept of the ring road in
its Town Map for Chichester, pro- They, not surprisingly accepted
the controversial proposals for
posing a dual carriageway road
the ring road as a fait accompli,
with gyratories at Northgate,
Southgate, Eastgate and Westgate. and only examined the city centre
This would necessitate the demo- within the walls, studying the SE
lition of the 19th century houses in (Pallants) quadrant in great detail.
Franklin Place and those backing
Nevertheless in March 1970 West
onto the city walls along Orchard Sussex CC designated a large conStreet, as well as extensive demo- servation area comprising not only
lition to create the 4 gyratories.
the entire city centre within the
However, the late Eric Banks,
Walls but taking the boundary
Town Clerk for Chichester for
well outside the route of the prosome 30 years until his retirement posed ring road and its large
in 1966 and a passionate chamgyratories. For this farsighted depion of the city, was appalled at
cision we must thank the late
Lionel French, WSCC's Area

On opposite page: Boundary of the Chichester Conservation Area
(in red) including the additions that were made following a conservation area appraisal in 2005. These included Oaklands Park, properties on the west side of Broyle Road, Forbes Place (former Royal West
Sussex Hospital), Wellington Road, and Central School in Orchard
Street. Map kindly produced for us by Chichester District Council.
Graylingwell is a separate conservation area which was designated in
1990.
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The Weald and Downland Open
Air Museum Celebrates its
40th Anniversary
2010 is the 40th anniversary of the
opening of the Weald and
Downland Open Air Museum at
Singleton, near Chichester. England's leading museum of historic
buildings and traditional rural life
is set in the heart of the new South
Downs National Park, and home to
over 45 original buildings which
have been rescued from destruction and carefully rebuilt, bringing
to life the homes, farms and workplaces of the south east over the
past 500 years. Exhibits include a
medieval farmstead; a working
17th century watermill; exhibitions
of traditional countryside skills; a
Tudor kitchen, historic gardens,
working Shire horses and cattle,
plus rare breed farm animals. Special countryside events are held
throughout the year.
There are many activities planned
throughout this special year, involving the Museum staff and volunteers, schools, and visitors past
and present. The highlight of the
year is a major weekend of celebration scheduled for 4th and 5th
September. This will be two days
of wonderful activities with excitement for all the family, including a

The first Open Day, September 1970 (above) Horse and 1805 wagon (below)

Community carnival, arena events,
horticultural show, music and entertainment. There will be an
evening lantern parade and bonfire
party on the Saturday. The
Museum is delighted that local
Radio Station Spirit FM has confirmed its support in the months
before the event, and they will also
be broadcasting live from the celebrations on the Saturday. Tickets
for the Anniversary weekend must
be bought in advance from the
Museum.

Other activities planned for the
year include the production of a
40th Anniversary book covering
the Museum’s development over
the last four decades, and looking
forward to the next 40 years. It
will also include memories and
anecdotes from Museum staff,
Friends, volunteers and supporters,
and it will be launched at the Anniversary Weekend in September.
The Museum’s renowned Adult
Learning Department will be
marking the Anniversary with a
one-day conference on Tuesday
28 September entitled ‘Building
Conservation Comes of Age’.
This will explore building conservation’s journey from avant-garde
to mainstream, and is sure to be of
interest to anyone involved in this
field.
The Schools Services Department
has created a display featuring
memories of school visits since the
Museum opened. The Department
is also running a Ruby Garden
Competition open to all primary
and SEN (Special Educational
Needs) schools in West Sussex,

Registered Charity No. 268055
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with prizes for best wildlife garden, best vegetable garden, and
best flower/sensory garden. The
overall winner will be announced
at the Anniversary Weekend and
will win a school visit to the Museum for up to 60 pupils. The Interpretation Department has a
number of projects planned, including the creation of a Museuminspired patchwork quilt under the
guidance of professional quilt
maker and artist Effie Galletly.
The quilt will be raffled on completion to raise funds for the
Museum.
The final celebration will be a
Ruby Anniversary Charity Ball
on 27 November, to be held in
the award-winning Jerwood
Gridshell Space, home to the Museum’s conservation workshop and
rural artefacts collection. This
event will raise future funds for the
Museum, which is a registered
charity, helping it to safeguard the
buildings in its care, and also supporting the Museum’s valuable
research, conservation and education work in support of our rural
heritage.
For further details of the Museum's 40th Year, including how
to book tickets for the
Anniversary Weekend, Conference and Charity Ball, please call
the Museum on 01243 811363, or
visit www.wealddown.co.uk

Bayleaf in morning light

School visits: a well-established
programme covering many areas
of the national curriculum. For
more
details
please
visit
www.openairclassroom.org.uk

organised parties for children 5-16
years with really different handson activities around the Museum
site.

Venue Hire: the 15th century
Crawley Hall is available for private hire and is fully equipped for
meetings or other events.

Opening Hours: Open throughout the year, see website or call
for details.
Admission 2010: Adults £9; over
60s £8.15; children £4.80; family
(2+3) £24.75; under 5s free. Please
phone for details of access for disabled visitors 01243 811363.

Guided tours available, please
Lifelong learning: courses in his- book in advance. Coach parking.
toric building conservation, and Lakeside café, gift shop. Dogs on
leads welcome.
traditional rural trades and crafts.

Weddings: civil marriages take
place in Crawley Hall for up to 50
guests, with the Museum’s site
providing a wonderful setting for
photographs of the big day.
Location: Midway between ChichChildren’s Birthday Parties:
ester and Midhurst on A286 at SinDid you know the Museum offers:
gleton. Free parking. Stagecoach
bus No. 60 for Chichester or Midhurst, 20% entry discount with bus
ticket valid on day of purchase
only.
An advertorial provided by:
Weald & Downland
Open Air Museum,
Singleton, Chichester
PO18 0EU
Tel: 01243 811348
office@wealddown.co.uk
www.wealddown.co.uk
Aerial view of the market square
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The Work of our Tree Wardens
Tree Wardens come in all shapes,
sizes, ages, knowledge and backgrounds. They are volunteers and
have a range of experience and
expertise to offer. The one thing
they have in common is their deep
interest in and concern for trees.
They are able to relate and be sensitive to the needs of trees which
are such an important feature of
the natural environment, within the
man-made environments of public
open spaces and the millions of
private gardens. They serve as the
eyes and ears in monitoring the
health and well-being of the trees
in their local community.
The Tree Council set up the National Tree Warden Scheme after
the 1987 Great Storm which damaged so many of our trees. Within
the parishes of Britain there are
now thousands of like-minded
people caring for trees, and Chichester has 15 such people supported
by the local West Sussex Tree
Warden Scheme.

Providing the City's green lung: these fine mature trees within
Priory Park

Chichester Society life member
Geoff King co-ordinates this group
and has a particular responsibility
for the trees within Chichester’s
Conservation Area. He is following in the footsteps of Society
members Pam Smith and Joy
Crawshaw who in the past have so
ably served groups and local
authorities.

Chichester’s Tree Wardens work
together and share information and
advice about their various treeTree planting has been a major anrelated activities. They attend
nual activity and there are many
training courses and are regularly
notable sites all over Chichester
supplied with helpful tree news.

which have been enhanced with
trees planted by the Wardens. Local Authority grants, and access to
information on land ownership and
underground services have been
essential in the planting of Millennium and Jubilee Trees. As a result all the Chichester schools and
colleges, City parks and open
spaces, housing estate squares and
odd corners now have fine maturing trees planted over the past
dozen or so years. Tree Wardens
have also encouraged and assisted
local groups and residents with
siting and providing trees to plant.
Finding the right tree for the right
place has been a common feature
of decisions prior to planting.
Very often the Wardens have been
consulted where a tree problem
has been caused by lack of
knowledge or concern for the
tree’s character and ultimate size
and its effect on the adjacent landscaping and buildings.
Chichester Tree Trail yew tree
formerly in the garden of
Purchases

Registered Charity No. 268055
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There are numerous examples of
significant trees which are indicators of Chichester’s past when
large gardens and open fields existed. Recent housing development with all its accompanying
hard landscaping has put pressure
on these trees which often appear
on Planning Applications for
crown lifting and as much as 30%
reductions. The volunteer Tree
Warden is sorely tested and on
many occasions must seek advice
from Local Tree Officers and Tree
Surgeons. Protecting the trees is
their prime objective and only
when convincing arguments are
offered will a Tree Warden accept
felling as an option.
Exciting tree planting in the refurbished Bishop's Palace Garden

It is therefore not surprising that
when the Graylingwell Development was first announced Tree
Wardens identified the existing
specimen trees and the orchards,
bringing them to the attention of
the developers. Beginning this
year there will be a project to create a Community Orchard based
upon the 25 apple and 4 pear varieties of the old orchard trees
which might have been lost without the Wardens’ involvement.

Similarly the enhancement of the
Bishop’s Palace Garden is in good
part due to the initial approaches to
the District Council by a group of
Tree Wardens. With other
Friends of the Garden they have
provided a detailed brief for the
Landscape Consultant and assisted
in the new planting and interpretation. This has improved and refreshed the whole area and could
well enhance Chichester’s chances
of a Gold medal in this year’s

South and South East in Bloom
competition.
Tree Wardens will continue to
monitor the changes to the City’s
landscaping that will inevitably
occur. It is still uncertain which
trees will succumb to disease and
climate variation and which will
thrive. Replacing and infilling
every possible space will be a
paramount objective. The trees are
the City’s green lung: pumping out
the vital oxygen; cooling and sheltering us from the elements; filtering the traffic’s pollution; and providing habitats for the myriads of
living creatures.
Within the global climate debate
there has been a growing awareness of the importance of trees and
who better than the Tree Wardens
to be the local tree champions.

Geoff King
Geoff is Chichester’s Tree Warden
co-ordinator. If you would like to consider becoming a Tree Warden email
treewardens@westsussex.gov.uk or
phone 01243 642119.
Left: a hundred-year-old reminder
pinned onto the City's Eastern City
Walls in Jubilee Park
ISSUE NUMBER 165 ~ JUNE 2010
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The Story of Fernleigh
Part Two: under WSCC ownership from 1927

After purchasing Fernleigh in 1927
WSCC used the building for administrative offices. In 1936, the
WSCC agreed to lease the ground
floor to the 'Mayor Aldermen and
Citizens of Chichester' for their use
at a rent of £80 a year and the
schedule of fixtures and fittings at
this date shows the sad deterioration of a once fine family home.
1947 saw a further lease by the
WSCC to the Ministry of Works;
the plan shows a canteen area behind the house on the present car
park site and a tennis court beyond. A full schedule of fixtures
and fittings is added once more.

convened Management Committee
to establish Fernleigh as a centre
for young adults between 16 and
25 years of age. The records of this
period (kindly made available by
Chichester Youth Wing) demonstrate the enthusiasm and commitment of many people. The Committee discussed projected paid
staff and volunteers, costings including furniture and equipment,
together with necessary alterations
to the fabric of the building, opening times and membership fees.
One of the first decisions was to
purchase a juke box and football
machine - which takes some of us
In March 1968 the County Youth back!
Officer met with a newly- Fernleigh was included at that time
Registered Charity No. 268055
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in a list of buildings of special architectural interest but this was
revoked by January 1970 (although
it has since been listed Grade
II*).
Parking exercised minds
even then and double yellow lines
plus a chain at the entrance were
thought to be a good idea. Introductory meetings with possiblyinterested groups included student
nurses from the hospital and a music, singing and dancing licence
was applied for.
By October 1969 there were two
hundred and fifteen paid-up members plus the eighteen founder
members. Activities included discotheques, jazz and classical mu-
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sic, judo, badminton and so on.
Roussillon Barracks lent its gymnasium for five-a-side football
(although the Commander did suggest a donation to the Military Police Benevolent Fund for use of the
facility).
The Coffee Cellar Bar, called the
Ace of Clubs, was decorated by
the young people themselves and
opened in November 1969. A list
of foreign members sounds like a
branch of the United Nations and a
hands-on committee of members
was formed. Barbecues, balls and
treasure hunts, outings and fashion
shows were some of the activities.
Unfortunately, the first sign of unease came in mid-1970 when it
was found necessary to fix soundproofing between the Cellar Bar
and main club as the noise of music from below was too obtrusive.

Other activities continued in the
main club: a drama group, an engaged couples' course and the
Young Farmers' Plough Sunday
tea with the Bishop. An outing arranged for disadvantaged children
in Arundel led to proposals for furThen it was decided to install a ther social work.
licensed bar and although turfs,
shrubs and plants were being pro- In 1972, G. R. Potter, the Director
vided for the garden, things were of Education for WSCC, suggested
not so idyllic inside the building. that the whole of Fernleigh be
Attendances at the bar had risen to managed as a centre for the com100-300 each night, inevitably in- munity in general, not just young
cluding a less desirable element adults and this was accordingly
from outside. An Emergency Man- decided. From then until its closure
agement Committee was called in in December 2009, this has been
September 1970 'to consider the its function, providing facilities for
unfortunate developments' and the such activities as adult education
bar was finally closed.
courses, slimmers' classes and others too numerous to mention.

At its closure this historic building
was being used by some 50 community groups to provide help and
support for youth and disadvantaged groups in the community.
This is the end of the Fernleigh
story to date. Let us hope that the
future of one of Chichester's finest
buildings will be worthy of its
quality and of the Cicestrians who
have lived and worked on the site
throughout its long history.
Cynthia Bacon
Photographs on this page by kind
permission of David Norton,
photographer, Bognor Regis.

Editor’s Note:
WSCC felt obliged to close
Fernleigh due to the high cost both
of bringing it up to modern statutory requirements, including access for the disabled, and of replacing expensive outworn items
like the boiler. I understand that
the community groups that used
Fernleigh have been located elsewhere in the City. The building
has been mothballed pending the
improvement of the commercial
property market.
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The Chichester City Council’s Maces

symbolic, to be borne ahead of Mayors in processions as a mark of their
The best known and certainly the
power and authority. The pommel,
largest item among the City Council or handle, became enlarged and
regalia is the silver-gilt mace,
decorated by the Royal Arms or
known as the Great Mace. It is four those of a local lord and became
feet in length and is used on ceremowhat we would now call the ‘head’
nial occasions. These include formal of the mace.
processions to the War Memorial on
The Chichester mace is not hallRemembrance Sunday and at least
marked but it dates from the reign of
once a year to the Cathedral. It is
Charles II. It has been suggested that
carried before the Mayor when he
the absence of hallmarks shows that
attends the Chichester University
graduation ceremonies and is placed it may have been made by one of the
foreign or ‘Stranger’ silversmiths
before the Mayor during Council
who were working in London under
meetings, in the same way that a
mace is placed before the Speaker of the protection of the king but who
the House of Commons when it is in remained outside the regulation of
the Goldsmiths Company. It is not
session.
known when the Great Mace was
Originally a fighting weapon the
presented to Chichester by Charles
mace had, by the late 15th century,
II, as there are no minute books bedeveloped into a ceremonial object,
fore 1685, but it may have been after
clad in precious metal and purely

The Great Mace

a loyal address was sent to the king
in 1681.
The ‘head’ of the mace (see below)
is decorated with symbols of
Bounty, representing the benefits of
Good Government, and punctuated
by crowned emblems of the Kingdom. The crown is accurately portrayed as St Edward’s Crown of
1661, part of the new regalia made
for the coronation of Charles II in
1661. These symbols are surmounted by a diadem of further Emblems of Union, punctuated by the
Portcullis for Parliament. This reinforces the theme of Good Government under the protection of the
King represented by the Royal Arms
and crown surmounted by Orb and
Cross. This represents the role of the
King as Defender of the Faith and
ruler by the Grace of God.

The Small Maces
In addition to the symbolic Great
Mace there were originally three
sergeants’ maces which were carried
as a sign of authority showing that
they had the right to arrest and detain wrong doers within the boundaries of Chichester. There were four
sergeants-at-mace among the Council officers. The Mayor’s sergeant
carried the Great Mace and the three
smaller maces were carried by the
Bailiff’s, the Portreeve’s and the
Customer’s sergeants. See Note One
below on the Portreeve and the
Customer. All three smaller maces
were sold in 1836 but two have
since been returned.

Registered Charity No. 268055
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The First Small Mace (above)

The Second Small Mace (below)

James I. The crudely lobed warhead
is inscribed RH. There is a slender
This is unmarked but dates from the shaft with four gilt knops, formed by
slender ovolo (or convex moulding
reign of James I. It has an eightlobed iron warhead with a silver ma- of which the section is a quarter circle) and rectangular tablets. The
trix carved for the initials RP. The
pommel ( below left) has stiff leaf
slender silver mounted shaft has
three simple reeded knops or knobs support and a cast Royal Stuart coat
and the partially gilded pommel, or of arms enclosed by a jewelled band
with alternate crosses and fleur-derounded knob or ornament, is set
with an engraved Royal Stuart coat lys. The shaft is inscribed. ‘This
of arms. After being sold in 1836 it mace believed to have been formerly
was returned to the City Council, at the property of the City of Chichester was presented to the Corporation
some point, by the South Kensingby Lord Zouche, August, 1896.’
ton Museum who had bought it in
1870 for £35.
The unusual decoration of the shaft
of this mace might indicate that it
Second Small Mace
was originally an earlier mace that
was reworked in the seventeenth
This mace is also unmarked but becentury, something that was not unlieved to date from the reign of
known in troubled times.

First Small Mace

Note: The Portreeve and Customer
were Council officers. The introduction to vol. 62 of the Sussex Record
Society - Chichester Common Council Minute Book 1783 - 1826 - states
that the government of Chichester
was made up of a High Steward, a
Mayor, a Bailiff, a Portreeve, a Customer, a Recorder and his deputy, a
Town Clerk, Aldermen and Councillors. By the eighteenth century the
ISSUE NUMBER 165 ~ JUNE 2010

offices of Portreeve and Customer
had become nominal although previously their work involved collecting
dues: Portreeve = Reeve of the port
of Chichester. However these nominal offices acquired a particular
status as each year until 1835 the
Mayor would nominate a Portreeve
and Customer for the coming
year and these individuals then
became members of the common
Council. There was no other way to
become a member of the Council;
there were no elected members until
1836. If you look at the list of members of an early nineteenth century
Council that hangs in the downstairs
corridor at the Council House you
will see that against every member
there is either a Portreeve or Customer showing how they became a
member of the Council.
The offices of Portreeve and Customer no longer exist but there is
still a Bailiff and the City Council
might wish to consider reinstating
the office of Bailiff’s sergeant who
could carry one of the small silver
maces before the Bailiff when the
Council formally processes to the
War Memorial or Cathedral.

Member of the Historic Towns Forum
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The Winter of 1962-63 Remembered
With last Winter's problems hopefully a distant memory, I have been
recalling the far more severe winter of 1962/3 with the benefit of
my father's diary and the photos I
took. Christmas Day in Chichester
in 1962 was frosty, cold and
sunny, but snow started falling late
on Boxing Day and lay 6" deep by
next morning. Further snowfalls
followed and snow was lying 12"
deep by 28th December, followed
on 29th by a heavy snowstorm.
On 30th December I took a series
of photos around the city centre
including these of St Martin's
Square and in North Street outside
Geerings the drapers (now Robert
Dyas) and Charlie Howard the
butchers (now the Swallow Bakery) where I discovered the Chichester Dairies milkman transferring
milk crates from his broken-down
electric float, to be delivered by
tractor and trailer. (See above and
note the Christmas decorations embellished by real snow!)
By New Year's Day the entire
country was affected by the most
severe winter conditions for 80
years. However most of the main
roads around Chichester had been
cleared and sanded and were passable with care although reaching
them often necessitated digging
and shovelling. One Sunday in mid
January I walked into the country
with family friends and our one
year old Dachshund Scamp is seen
standing on a snow bank level with
the hedge. The wintry scene by the
signpost near West Lavant shows
Stoke Clump in the background as
it appeared prior to the hurricane
of 1987. I was told by an inhabitant of Harting that the local lads
built their own Cresta Run from
the top of Harting Down all the
way to the village!

Registered Charity No. 268055

North Street (top)

St. Martin’s Square (bottom)

Conditions were still much
worse in Northern England and
Scotland and on 20 January my
father recorded that there were no
roads open across the border and
that Edinburgh was isolated from
the outside world. The weather
during February was a seesaw between slow thaws and further
snowfalls, and my father wrote of
a burst pipe and the need to secure
a further supply of coal. On one
occasion I was unable to drive up
Duncton Hill without the assistance of WSCC highways staff due
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to the sheet of ice at the foot of the
hill.
By early March the weather turned
milder and a slow thaw set in leading to severe flooding, road damage and subsidence in many parts
of the country. By mid March it
was raining almost every day but
by April the weather had returned
to its usual Spring mix of sunshine
and showers, and life returned to
normal.

John Templeton
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More 1962-63
Winter Pictures

Signpost near West
Lavant with Stoke Clump in the
background

Scamp standing on snow bank level
with top of hedge

Chi-Sore: When the builders finish the job.
… or do they? We must all know

patches.

cases where the builder in question
has left a load of rubble in the back
garden (you could just fit a rockery
in that corner, guv) or spread the
rubble and given it a quick dressing of topsoil (grow anything in
that, guv, the roots will soon find
their way through!) And normally,
we grumble and try to make the
best of it.

We have been told that a workman
was seen with a barrow throwing a
few handfuls of soil and grass seed
at the bank – and that this promptly
washed off in the first winter rainfall. Whatever is the case, we now
have bare soil eroding rapidly
(look at the foundations of the
lampposts installed only a couple
of months ago) along one of the
City’s main attractions. Why
should the CDC Parks Department
have to pick this up and remedy it,
especially at a time when public
budgets are likely to be cut?

It’s a little different when it comes
to public space that the builders
have borrowed. The bank along
East Walls was commandeered by
David Wilson Homes as a site for
installing the necessary Portakab- Come on, David Wilson Homes,
ins for the Shippams development. show us you can do a proper job!
Because of the lack of light, all the
David Wilson
grass and wild flowers that grew
(no relation)
there died off, leaving bare
ISSUE NUMBER 165 ~ JUNE 2010
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Graylingwell Update

Introduce a Friend!
If you appreciate your
membership of the Chichester
Society then please introduce a
friend as a new member, using our
membership brochure.
A hard copy is available on
request to 01243 538585.A
copy can be downloaded from
http://www.chichestersociety.org.uk/join.html

EMAIL: We would like to build up our file of members’ email
addresses much further and would appreciate you advising us of
yours if you have not already done so by sending an email to
chisoc@hotmail.com

The first homes are complete at Graylingwell and the whole of Phase One
(105 homes) is well advanced as is the
central Combined Heat and Power
plant by the Water Tower. A planning
application for later phases, including
conversion of the Outer Core of existing buildings plus a new Inner Core,
could be submitted by the time this
issue is published.

Rest assured that your email address will not be passed on to any other organisation or person and will be used solely for communicating with you on
ChiSoc matters.

We are keen to welcome members to
come onto your Committee and
we invite you to consider joining.
You are welcome whether you have relevant
professional expertise or are an able generalist
with a love of our city, good judgement, and a
team player with a gift for expressing ideas
clearly and effectively.
As a Committee member you would join us at 7pm on the first Tuesday of each month (except August) for about 2 hours. Any further
commitment is up to you.
If you are interested, or if you know someone who could be,
please contact our Chairman, Tony Dignum, on 538585 or our
Hon. Secretary, David Wilson, on 536725.
THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Registered Charity No 268055
T 01243 536725 E chisoc@hotmail.com
Patron: The Mayor of Chichester
President: David Goodman
Vice-Presidents: Joy Crawshaw and Ken Newbury
Chairman: Tony Dignum
Vice-Chairman: John Templeton
Secretary: David Wilson
Treasurer: vacant (Chairman acting as Treasurer)
Members of the Executive Committee:
Martyn Bell, Madeleine Keene, David Laing,
Cédric Mitchell, John Pavitt, Anthony Quail,
Bill Sharp and Jean Symons.

Annual Membership: £5 by Standing Order;
£7 by cheque
Under-18s: £2.50
Joint Membership (double):
£8.00 by Standing Order; £10 by cheque
Corporate membership: £100.00 (one-off payment)
Life Membership (60 and over):
£75 single; £ 100 joint

Applications for membership and annual
subscriptions to the Chairman, Highgate
House, West Broyle Drive, Chichester
PO19 3PP
T 01243 538585
E tonydignum@btinternet.com
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Letters or Emails to the Editor to the
Chairman, to addresses in previous column
Neither the Editorial Sub-Committee nor the Society
necessarily subscribe to the views expressed by our
contributors, but we believe that all shades of
opinion should be expressed in this newsletter. The
Editorial Sub-Committee reserves the right to edit as
necessary any submitted articles and letters.
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